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Moment of taxation is moved
From  When profits are earned
To
 When profits are distributed



Currently excludes financial institutions



Effective date is currently 1 July 2016 but we think this will change to 1 January
2017. Needs to change:


To give companies time to prepare, plan and train



Give the Government time to consult and develop internal systems



If it does not change then 2016 would be a split year

KEY POINTS 2


Annual profit tax calculations will no longer be needed. Therefore:
No annual tax return
• For tax purposes:
• No need to calculate depreciation
• Little need to keep accounts solely for tax declaration
• Revenue calculations are easier
•



Monthly tax returns – will expand and will include categories to be taxed
Salaries
• Dividends
• Non-allowable expenses
• Non arms – length transactions
• Loans to non-resident entities
•

• Loans

to individuals



Profit Tax remains 15% and withholding tax on dividends is 5%



Accumulated tax losses will be lost
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CONCERNS
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Some costs/issues to consider
Accumulated Losses will not be available for utilization
Monthly reporting

–

will require more attention on a regular basis to avoid
mistakes

Short-term loss to budget

–

imagined to be 3%-5%

Challenges in transition
Need for changes to accounting processes
Legislation drafting

–

If the drafting is done badly then it can create
confusion – for example Moldova

Transition issues

–

Treatment of tax payments already made when
distributions occur

costly

ACCOUNTING IMPLICATIONS
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Deferred tax assets and liabilities

–

Disappear

Timing of recognition of profit tax

–

on distribution or on payment

Recognition of tax payments already made –
Comparability of financial statements?

An asset?

BENEFITS


Reduced Compliance Costs
Hours needed for tax declarations in a year (World Bank Ease of Doing Business 2015)
Estonia - 81
Ireland
– 82
Norway
– 83
Lithuania – 171
Georgia – 362
Georgia should become more like Estonia in accounting time needed



Lower compliance should also mean fewer areas for disputes with Revenue
Service. Therefore, greater predictability



Reduction in Overall Tax Burden – as profit not taxed until disbursed



Pro-growth


Encourage reinvestment of retained earnings



Helps to generate pro-business ‘buzz’ about Georgia
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